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I am a parent of a grade 7 St. Thomas immersion student, who will likely be faced with being
redistributed should St. Thomas merge with Lindsay Place.  When researching and choosing a
high school, I conciously made a decision to not only choose a school that is top ranked in the
west island, with a great reputation and programs, but most importantly, one that I would not
have to worry whether my child would have to switch schools mid-way through high school. 
The state of the building, the number of gyms and a shared auditorium had zero impact on my
decision making.

Similarly, when choosing an elementary school for my two children, I had a choice between
St. Paul's and Sherwood Forest. The situation is alarmingly identical to what we are now
facing. I selected St. Pauls - the older school, but with a better program and a high-enrollment.
At the time, I felt that this was the best, most secure option for my children. Yet, a few years
ago we had to undergo a merger with Sherwood Forest, which in all honesty was not painless
and resulted in my two children never having the opportunity of going to the same school with
the junior/senior split campus. Here I am, feeling once again my children could be put in a
difficult situation as a result of LBPSB decisions. 

What I ask is that St. Thomas (one could say Lester B's most sucessful schools), not be
touched/impacted in this major school change. Doing so will disrupt the school community
(teachers, students, families) in countless ways . 

If St. Thomas has to move to Lindsay Place, it needs to be truly "lock, stock and barrel".
Meaning ALL children at St Thomas, ALL teachers, ALL programs. Though this may seem
harsh, parents of Lindsay Place Students knew they were enrolling their children in a
highschool that was at 40% capacity. They knew what they were signing up for and in my
opinion, being impacted by a major school change was a possible/likely risk when selecting a
school with such a low population. 

Please consider one of two options:
1) St. Thomas remains at current building - no impact at all.
2) St. Thomas moves into Lindsay, maintaining every aspect (students, teachers, programs).
Lindsay students are redistributed.

Regrads,
Joanna Hazen
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